


ae ‘Dulles in the es | sional opinion, can you snow reat fo the jury of te exact en- 
You need some information fe the benefit of the jury, try point of the bullet into P i which: strikes here does. not ee ee at. that the President's neck, defense meet the resistance of 4 bone 

‘ je -attorney Wegmann stood as would be the case for the about 10 feet in. front of the scalp wound, which explains soe jury with his back to. the the difference in the charac- ‘Slained ys Jury box. she ter of the two wats. Sar, : ee eee oe Corresponding to the scalp, are ad Tight DR. FINK took out a small wounds, there was a hole in| 

ee toe edhe rived at Bethesda, the X-rays ivi fucicate. tink the proice ruler and measured from of the head showed only frag- tile entered at the back of the what he said was the 
ments of missile in the head. neck. The arrow you see in bone point of Wegmann's Q-The Tocation of the) | front of the neck of the draw. | right shoulder in toward Wes. tracheotomy incision at the | | ing indicates the projectile | mann’s spinal column. He front of the president’s. neck i ak tater i af Ieee ent. medically: with ee (then measured down from the 

the wound ‘entry in the front tion i Es 2 | : 2 

. y of the head is along a told the jury that the bullet of the president's neck, wasm’t | vertical. line as. compared. to | entered here at a point on 
it? Sire | a horizontal line. | the. right side of the nape of A-Nesi = 8! | | Yon will ndtice that the fime| | the. neck five inches’ down 
Q—Was there anything m-| (of entry of the wound at the | | from the lobe of the ear con- 

_ consistent about this? : back. is in relation to the | sistent with the point of the aoe : = wens of ext elie fovat of | right shoulder, = 
Qs expert, doctor, | the neck and in relation to a © ‘Dymond gave Finck a pen can you say what was the | horizontal line, Notice - that and he drew a round mark 

exit point? as the entry on the. back of neck on the back of Wegmann's 
A—I have seen the shirt of | is higher than the exit in the shirt about four inches be- 

President Kennedy. front of the neck. — | ee ‘ 
Q—What did’ you observe? Q-Now I ask you whether Q—With respect to wounds A—In. connection with the chet fucpace eae: in bony matters such ‘as the 

Shirt of President Kennedy 
there was a small wound ap- 
proximately at the level’ of 
the button on the shirt. 

| At this point Dr. © Fink 
reached’ with his finger and 

eect enous te pote SSAC win te iste a gy" collar on his own shi A—As regards: tht position Q-In_ connection with fae: * pan continued: = at the time of ‘voting, the autopsy which you Conducted based on factors just de- | THE FIBERS at the edge | Zapruder film shows that the on President did you scribed. : of the hole showed blood. The | president: was sitting in the have occasion to examine a Q—Can you tell us if this 
| fibers were turned outward, | presidential limousine in a ‘head wound? was prepared before or aft- | indicating an outward move-' | straight-up position looking in’ | A—Yes.¥-did- er the pense danas “of Pres- 
ment of the projectile. The | a generally forward direction. -Q—Can you describe ident Kennedy? exit hole is entirely compati- Q—From your examination | tent and nature of the ex A—It was prepared. before ble with, the incision I saw “the t amination you made? to demon- at, the fime.of the autopsy. AI saw inthe back of the Strate patterns of through and 

ed up a photograph of a Ceniey keen cere ; ide appro ease ee handed it to Dr. A—The great value of the one inch from the bone 
inks == film tous was. to. establis! nence you can all feel in the AT THIS POINT Dymond _ Q—1s this photograph alike- the position of the president: back of your head and ealled introduced the drawing as | ness of a human body, doc- and also the sequence of shots. the external occipital exuber- evidence. It “ay gata tor? : : -emind the ti without objection. 
AHIt is. i | Q—Did-you have this sketch 

“at the time you perfernied 
the autopsy? Sa etse 

‘mate location of this wound? i 
A—It was a wound in the stood up and showed the pic- 

A—Yes, It was ‘determine the relative direc- scalp on the right side ap- ture to the jury with this ex- 
someone else, however. Ii tion. But the sequel “the “proximately one inch to the planation: 
was made by a Navy enlisted missiles was determined by right of that protuberance- __ This scheme represents the 
man and we used itwhen the film. : and slightly above it. — fault of the skull in white. 
makine our testimony before § / Q—Was this wound inflicted Q—Can you describe the The cavity, that is the cranial 
the Warren Commission. Dr, ya shot from the rear or } ture of this head wound? cavity, labeled B, is in black. - | Hughes supervised’ the draw- be front of the president? —/| | A_—This would be one with | The letter C is a wound of 

| ing. A—It was definitely inflict} tightly irregular edges in | entry and D is a wound of | AT THIS POINT the de- ed by a shot from the rear. | contrast to the first wound I | exit. In considering such 
| fense introduced the sketch The drawing was then p: | described in the neck. I can | through and through wounds, 
| into evidence. Dymond asked: ed around to the jury, | explain the reasons for that. it must be realized that in a 
| Q=—Doctor, in your. profes- During’ Fink's’ explanation | The tissue underlining the wound of entry and exit there 



may be fragments Jeft by a 
projectile, but the bullet is 
not. still left there. 

You will notice jat the 
level of C. when you examine 
the wound from the outside, 
the hole is smaller than the | 
one observed from the one in- 
side. In other words, diameter 
outside is smalier than the 
inside diameter of C. 

You can see a crater or | 
cone from the inside. This is 
what we mean by tractoring, 
coning, shelving or beveling. 
When a projectile goes 
through a bony. structure it 
produces a wound of exit. 

Here, again, looking at the 
wound, we see a larger di-, 

act, 13. repre in diam- 
eter, showing the force of the 
object. 

malving. parts ot the-<kull at 
President K Kennedy. 

One of » these fragments 
could ‘be matched inside the 
wound. I saw beveling as I 
described to you. The crater, 
when viewed from the out- 
side, identifies a pattern of 
exit from the inside. ; 
An the case of a high-velo- 

city pres there—can 
never be a ¢ C 

‘Often we don't have all the 
| pieces of the bone, As I re- 

call it, we received these 
fragments of skull bone dur- 
ing the Sy. Sometime, 
about If p. 
When ea Say approxi- 

mately Il p. m., to what day 
are you referring? 
A-On” Nov... 22, 1963, the 

TKO the assassination. 
Q—Were there any. frag- 

ments of the skull that. would 
be incompatible with a deter- 
mination that the bullet was 
fired from the rear? : 
A—There were none. 
Q Having examined the 

skull, do you have a definite 
opinion as to whether the 
projectile causing the damage 
entered from the back? 
_ A—T haye a er: -opin- 

5 skull 

ey eaey eet eh 
the bullet en' from the 

of the head and exited 
the right side of the top 
the head, producing a 
wound. 

, disintegratin; which is 
the case ae a bullet 

high velocity Lie ‘through 

late president? 
A—I did wae other ser | 

(let wounds. ; 

| A—This is <a reproduction ° 
_ labeled D-29 representing the 
| Tight side of the head and 

purposes, the drawing shows 
the wounds in a_ general 
way. Arrows indicate the di- 
rection of the missile. The ar- 
row at the back of the head 
has the word “In’' and the 

| arrow at the right side, at the 

08 the ‘shots, 

| top of the head is labeled 
| “Out.” See the small entry 
wound at the back of the head 
and the much larger wound of 
exit, irregular on the right 
side of the head. This indi- 
cates the general direction 
the bullet struck the back of 
the head coming out on the 
tight side. The general. di- 
rection of this missile path 
is from the rear to the front, 
going downwards. eee. 

DR. FINCK then went back 
to the witness stand and Dy- 
mond resumed his -question- 
ing. 
o—In view of the small size 

—the small size of the hole in 
the President’s head and rela-/ 
tive large size of the exit, was 
it possible to determine the 
angle with which the: bullet / 
struck the head? ; 
A—Not. with precision . . . 

the projectile entered in | 
back and came out on the 
right side and the direction 

opinion regarding the direc- | 
tion of the projectile is firm. 
T have no doubt that the bul- 
let entered the back of the 
head. i 
-Q—From a standpoint of a 

pathologist, would it be pos- 
sible to render a pathological 
opinion by only having seen 
the Zapruder film and having 

 po- 
sition and movement of the 

esident’s.. body, but_he did 

A—At the rey I ‘Ged tte 
| autopsy report I had a firm 
jopinion that both ‘bullets 
struck in the back, one 
back of the neck and the 
other in the back of the head. 
When I signed the-report, I 

/ did not know, the sequence 

the opinion Was.an-nonese pro- 
onal. opinion and If it was / fessional 

was one of three authors of 
an autopsy report pies 
there was agreement by the 
three team eesti on the 
autopsy | = 
Quin 
given need 
as to the ronulls wast how. it 

"HE SAID #t HE “conducted Te- 

ence, aay ee sal “experiments ad no 
connection with President. 
Kennedy's death. He. said 
other experiments were made 
in the FBI laboratory and that 
“they were not_connected -with 
the assassination. 

“report was made, 
was it based ig eer 
made at that time. 

He answered in the affirma- 
tive and added ‘that it “also 
was based on information re- | 
ceived the following day con- | 
cerning the “frontal” neck } 
4vound which was extended to! 
ake a surgical incision. * | 

i 

DYMOND ruey, asked -if Q-When_ did you contact |



the doctors. at thie Parkland 
Memorial Hospital in Dallas? 
A—I didnot: Dr. 

charge and I recall some gens 
eral said “ am” T dont. re} 

| ‘or, you were one’ of 
| the ‘three pathologists, were 
you not? 

Q—Do you have photo | 

taken_of President Kennedy's 
body? i 
A—No,* sir. They are not 
wile 
-‘Q—What time did you ar- 
rive at the Bethesda Naval 

| Hospita}® ... was the autopsy 
already begun? 

_24—When I arrived, X-rays 
id been taken of the head. 
arrived a short time after 

the beginning of the autopsy 
. .. Pean’t give you an exact 
time . . . approximately 8 
O clock that) night. The brain 

id been removed. Dr. Hume 
me he did not have too 

much. difficulty in removing 
the brain. The wound was of 
Such an extent, about five 
inches in diameter, it was 

too difficult to. remove 
brain. There had been no 

wal of the wound at the 
ck of the head prior to my 

‘arrival. | made positive iden- 
tification of both wounds of 
entry. The first. was the 
wound in the head; the second 

Sa es ig a sy 
A—The room was quite 

las, Tex. | to Washington, 
Bo G2 cs : 

DYMOND OBJECTED, say- 
ing the question was irrel- 
evant. The judge said he un- 
derstood the question to mean 
Tow was the body 
on the flight from Dallas. 

Oser did not rephrase the | 
question, but asked Finck | 
how many photographs were 
taken. 
Finck said some were taken | 

in his presense, and added 
that he was unsure of the 
exact number. 

Q-Prisr.. to writing your... 
autopsy report, did you" have | 

occasion to view these-pnotos? knows about wnat. he-saw.” 
A—Yes, I did. Fee hee contin 

2| A—Whep_I” appeared _be- 
“OSER SHOWED Finck J Aare the W : 

‘copy of a report dated Jan. in March of 1964 the X-rays 
(20, 1967. Oser said it was Pe 2 Oe 
Ronee ran oo eli 5 of our testimony: T ap- 

= | at_the hearing with 
bw 

he must have misunderstood 
the question._He said __ he 

bottom is the autopsy number 
given at Bethesda for the au- 

Q—Do you know what this 
report contains? r 
A—Yes, the things pathole- 

gists notice. You put down 
what -you find upon inspec- 

. tien. 

Q—Would you say the area 
of the hole in the back of 
-the cadaver is lower and 
much larger than what you 

were not_of the autopsy but. from the Zapruder film. 

on President 
Skin? Se , 

A—Lwould say this. ‘In re- 
lation to the drawing, the 

| mark on Mr. Wegmann's shirt } 
| is higher than the mark on 
| the drawing. 

Q~You don’t understand the 
| question. 1f you carried the | 
f mark on: the shirt and put it | 
| on the skin, is it the same as 
| the mark~-you saw on’ the 
autopsy? | 
A—But the shirt is moving. 
Q-it is approximately the 

think he: can answer what he:




